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Abstract 
Majster-Cederbaum, M.E. and F. Zetzsche, The comparison of a cpo-based semantics with a cms- 
based semantics for CSP, Theoretical Computer Science 124 (1994) l-40. 
We study two semantics for CSP. Both semantics are compositional and interleaving. The first uses 
the concept of complete partial orders (cpo) for the handling of repetitive constructs and for the 
creation of suitable semantic domains. The second uses the concept of complete metric spaces (ems) 
for the same purposes. Our results show that the ems-semantics gives more detailed information 
about a program and that we can obtain the cpo-semantics from it. From this investigation we can 
draw conclusions concerning the influence of the mathematical discipline on the kind of semantics 
obtained. 
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0. Introduction 
When designing the semantics of a programming language one important task is to 
solve the following problems: (1) How to construct a suitable semantic domain and (2) 
how to assign a meaning to repetitive constructs? 
Scott and Strachey [22,23,24] aimed at a semantics that associates with a sequen- 
tial, deterministic program S a function fs : C ---f C, where C is a suitable set of states. 
They proposed to use a concept of partial order for which a fixed-point theorem exists, 
as e.g. complete partial orders (cpo). Using such a theorem the meaning of a repetitive 
construct can be defined as, e.g., the least fixed point of an associated operator on 
a complete partial order. Moreover, the semantic domain (a complete partial order) 
can be constructed via a suitable domain equation. 
Fixed-point theorems exist in various mathematical theories, e.g. the Banach- 
Cacciopoli fixed-point theorem for complete metric spaces (ems) and its variants (see 
[2, 131) or the fixed-point theorem in non-well-founded set theory (see Cl]). 
De Bakker and Zucker [S] proposed to solve problems (1) and (2) on the basis of 
complete metric spaces. This approach goes back to ideas of Nivat [19, 201 and was 
further investigated in [3, 4, 6, 7, 15, 17, 181. 
First studies using non-well-founded sets for the specification of semantics are given 
in [l, 211. 
Here we are addressing the question how the choice of the mathematical discipline 
influences the way the semantics is modelled. We study a version of CSP for which we 
consider a cpo-based semantics along the lines of Francez et al. [lo] as well as a cms- 
based semantics along the lines of de Bakker and Zucker [8]. To investigate 
the relation between the two semantic descriptions for a parallel command 
S = [S1 I/ ... (1 S”] we first analyse the relationship between the two semantic descrip- 
tions for S’. Theorem 6.6 states that the cpo-meaning for S’ can be obtained from its 
ems-meaning. Theorem 6.14 describes the relationship between the cpo-meaning of 
S and its ems-meaning. Roughly speaking, the theorem states that we may obtain the 
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cpo-based meaning of S by “compressing” some information that is given by its 
ems-meaning. 
The paper is organized in seven sections. Section 1 introduces the version of CSP to 
be studied. Section 2 contains definitions and elementary properties concerning cpo’s. 
Section 3 summarizes definitions and elementary properties of complete metric 
spaces. Section 4 describes a cpo-based semantics along the lines of Francez et al. [lo]. 
Section 5 presents a ems-based semantics. Section 6 contains the results on the 
relationship of the two specifications. Section 7 discusses the results. 
We will use some elementary notions from category theory. The reader who is not 
familiar with these concepts is referred to [S]. More about metric spaces can be found 
in [2], fixed-point theory in the context of topological spaces is described extensively 
in [13]. 
1. The syntax of CSP 
In [12] Hoare introduced communicating sequential processes (CSP). We investi- 
gate the following version of this language which will also be called CSP. A program 
in CSP has the form 
S=[S’ )I ..’ 1) S”] 
It describes the concurrent execution of n sequential communicating processes S’. We 
do not name the sequential processes explicitly. Instead, we refer to the sequential 
process of S in the position i in the sequence of sequential processes by Pi. For any 
i, j, i #j, 1 < i, j d IZ, Pi may communicate with Pj via communication expressions. 
The syntax of S’ is given by 
S’ ::= x’:=e’ 1 skip I C’ I fail / (S’; Si) 
( *[bi+SiO... Obi+fji] 
( [Ci+Sio . . . oci_+si] 
C’ ::= Pj?X’ I Pj!ei j#i 
with, for i= 1 , . . ..n. xi~Vuri, e’EExp’, biGTest’. Here Vur’is a set ofvariables for the 
ith process, Exp’ a set of expressions for the ith process and Test’ is a set of boolean 
expressions for the ith process with Vur’n Vurj=@ if i#j. Pj?x’ is a communication 
expecting a value from Pj that is assigned to xi. Pj! ei is a communication sending the 
value Of e’ t0 Pj. 
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2. Definitions and elementary properties of complete partial orders 
Definition 2.1. Let (D, <) be a partially ordered set. A subset S E D is a chain if d < d’ 
or d’<d Vd,d’ES. (D, <) is a complete partial order (cpo) if 
(i) D has a least element ID, 
(ii) every chain S in D has a least upper bound US in D. 
Definition 2.2. Let D, D’ be cpo’s. A mapping f: D +D’ is strict if f( IO)= 10’. f is 
continuous if f is monotonic and f( u S) < u f( S) for every chain S in D. 
Remark 2.3. If D is a cpo and f: D + D a continuous function, then f has a least fixed 
point .uJ where pf= \ k aof k(lD). See e.g. [Id, 28, 291. 
Definition 2.4. Let D, D’ be cpo’s, x g : D + D’ mappings. We write f< g if f (d) d g(d) 
tldED. 
Definition 2.5. Let D, D’ be cpo’s. A strict and continuous mapping f: D + D’ is an 
embedding if there exists a strict and continuous mapping f * : D’ + D such that 
(i) f * of= idD, 
(ii) fof *<idD,. 
f * is called the adjoint off. An embedding sequence is a sequence (&, fk)k3 0 such that 
Dk is a cpo and fk : Dk + Dk+ 1 is an embedding for every natural number k 3 0. 
Definition 2.6. The category CPO has as objects cpo’s. The morphisms of CPO are the 
strict and continuous mappings. The category CPOr has as objects cpo’s. The 
morphisms are the embeddings between cpo’s. 
Lemma 2.7 (Diagonal lemma). Let D be a cpo, dijeD, i,jEN, with dij<di, j+ I and 
dijGdi+ l,j for all i,jEN. Let di=Ujdij and dj=Uidii then d’<d’+‘and dj<dj+I and 
udi=udj=udkk. 
Proof. For every i, 
hence d i < d i+ I. Analogously, we obtain dj d dj + 1. For all i, diidd’, hence udii~ud’. 
We show that dij< udii. 
Case 1: j > i. Then 
dij<di+i,jG ..‘~djj~Udkk. 
Case 2: i >j. Then 
dijddi,j+i d “.<diidUdkk. 
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Hence for all j, we have clij < u dkk and, for all i, d i < u dkk. Thus, u d i = u dkk. The 
equation udj = u dkk is verified analogously. 0 
Example 2.8. Let (Di)iGI be a family of cpo’s. The Cartesian product n Di becomes 
a CPO by defining for _x,y~nDi: X<Y if Xidyi for all iEl. 
Example 2.9. Let X be a nonempty set with 1$X. Let 
C=@E_M(Xu{l})={ VcXu{I}: IVI=m implies lEV). 
Let V, V’EC. A partial order on C is given by: 
P’G~-~ V’ if (_LcV and V\(I) c V’) or (1$V and V= V’). (C, <E_M) is a cpo, 
called the Egli-Milner order. 
Lemma 2.10. Let vi, V;E~J~_~(XU(J_}), i=l,..., k, with vi< V;. Let V= UK, 
V’=uV:. Then V, V’~p_,(Xu{1}) and V< V’. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Lemma2.11. Let,fornal andi=l,...,k, Vrey,_,(Xu{l])with Vf<V~+‘forall 
i and n. Then 
Proof. By Lemma 2.10. 0 
Definition 2.12. Let (Dk,,fk)ke~ be an embedding sequence. Let fk, 1 : Dk + D, be given 
by 
I 
.fi - 1 0 . *. Ofk k<l, 
AI = h, k=l, 
.f:z...nf:_l k>l. 
We put 
D,:={d=(d,)~nD~: VkdI&(dJ=dr,) 
and 
Remark 2.13. (D,, (ek)k) is a direct limit (=colimit) of (Dk, fk.l)k,cl in CPO and we 
write D, =lim Dk. D, is also a direct limit of (Dk,,fk,l)ksl in CPOE. 
Definition 2.14 (Smyth C2.51). Let C, C’ be categories admitting w-colimits. A functor 
F: C -+ C’ is weakly w-continuous if FX is a colimit of FQ for every w-system Q with 
colimit X. 
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Theorem 2.15. Let C be a category admitting o-colimits with initial object 52. Let 
F : C + C be weakly w-continuous. Then there is an object X such that FX %X and such 
that for any Y with arrow p : F Y + Y there is an arrow from X to Y. 
Proof. (Smyth [25]). Cl 
Remark 2.16. Let F: CPOE+ CPOE be weakly w-continuous. Then the equation 
FX E X has a minimal solution in the sense that it can be embedded into any other 
solution. 
3. Definitions and elementary properties of complete metric spaces 
Definition 3.1. Let (M, d) be a metric space. A sequence (xk) in M is a Cauchy sequence if 
VE>O 3N, Vk,l>N, d(x,‘,xt)<~. 
M is a complete metric space (ems), if every Cauchy sequence in M converges to a point 
of M. 
Definition 3.2. Let (Mi, di) be a metric space, i= 1,2. A mapping t : MI + M2 is non- 
distance-increasing if d,(t(x), t(y))<dI(x,y) for all x,y~M. t is called a contraction if 
there is a constant k, O<k<l, such that d2(t(x),t(y))<k.dI(x,y) for all x,y~M. 
By the theorem of Banach-Cacciopoli every contraction t : M + M in a complete 
metric space M has a unique fixed point [2,13]. 
Every metric space (M,d) can be completed in a canonical way. The resulting _ - 
complete metric space is called the completion of (M, d) and denoted by (M, d); see [2]. 
Let (M, d) be a complete metric space. (M, d’), where 
d’(x, Y)' 
4x3 Y) 
1+4x, Y)' 
is a complete metric space with 0 dd’(x, y) d 1. (M, d’) has the same topology as 
(M, d). In the following we will restrict ourselves to metric spaces (M, d) with 
Odd(x,y)d 1. 
We now present examples of constructions of metric spaces that will be relevant for 
semantic purposes. It should be understood that the definitions of the metrics are used 
throughout the paper. 
Example 3.3. Let A be a set, (M, d) a metric space. Let M’ = A x M and 
1 
d’(<a,x),(b,y))= 
if afb, 
f(d(x,y)) if a=b. 
(M’,d’) is a metric space. If M is complete, so is M’. 
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Example 3.4. Let (Mi, di), i= 1,2, be metric spaces and M’ the disjoint union of Ml 
and Mz. Let 
I 
d,(x>y) 
d’(x, Y)= d,(x,y) 
1 
(M ‘, d ‘) is a metric space. If 
if x,y~M,, 
if x,y~M,, 
otherwise. 
the ML are complete, so is M’. 
Example 3.5. Let (M, d) be a metric space, A a set. Let M’ = A + M and 
d’(f, Y)= sup W-(a), s(a)). 
ClGA 
(M’,d’) is a metric space. If M is complete, so is M’. 
Example 3.6. Let (M, d) be a metric space. Let 
M’=gc(M). 
Here @c(M) denotes the set of closed subsets of M. For X, Y~,pc( M), 
d’(X, Y)=max 
( 
sup inf d(x,y), sup inf d(x, y) , 
).EY XEX XEX YGY 1 
where sup 0=0 and inf@= 1. (M’, d’) is a metric space. 
Lemma 3.7 (Hahn’s theorem). (1) Let (X,) be a sequence in y~c( M) converging to Y. 
Then 
Y= { x: x=limx,, (x,) is a Cauchy sequence in M,x,,EX,}. 
(2) Zf (M, d) is a complete metric space, so is (pc(M),d’). 
Proof. See [9,11]. q 
Definition 3.8. The category CMS has as objects complete metric spaces (M, d) with 
0 ,< d d 1 including the empty space. The morphisms are the non-distance-increasing 
mappings. 
Definition 3.9. Let (Mi, d,), i= 1,2, be complete metric spaces. A non-distance-increas- 
ing mapping e : Ml + Mz is an embedding, if e preserves distances. c : Mz -+ Ml is 
called a p-cut for embedding e, if 
(1) VXEM, c(e(x))=x, 
(2) vy~M2 d(y, e(c(y))) d p. 
Definition 3.10. Let F: CMS+ CMS be a functor that preserves embeddings. F is 
called a contraction functor if there exists a 0 <k < 1 such that, for every embedding 
e with p-cut c, F(c) is a (k.p)-cut for F(e). 
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Example 3.11. Let A be a set. The functor F: CMS -+ CMS given by 
F(M)=,4 x M, 
F(f)=l(a,x).(a,f(x)), 
with the metric as given in Example 3.3 is a contraction. 
Example 3.12. Let A be a set. The functors Fi: CMS+ CMS, i= 1,2, given by 
F,(M)=(A+M), 
F,(f)=~g.l,a.f(g(a)), 
F,(M)= @c(M), 
F,(f)=~X.c~MX)h 
where cl is the closure operator, preserve embeddings and p-cuts, i.e. if c is a p-cut for 
e, then F,(c) is a p-cut for Fi(e), i = 1,2. 
Example 3.13. The functor F: CMS x CMS + CMS given by 
m,h)=;.x. 
h(x)> =MI, 
.h(X)? xeM2, 
preserves embeddings and p-cuts. 
It is clear that the composition of a contraction functor with a functor that 
preserves embeddings and p-cuts yields a contraction functor. 
Theorem 3.14. Let F : CMS -+ CMS be a contraction functor with F@ #8. Then there 
exists a unique object S (up to isomorphism) in CMS such that S and FS are 
isomorphic. 
Proof ( [ 181). S is obtained as follows: let S, = {x0 1 and Sk + 1 = F (S,), k 3 0. The union 
u Sk is a metric space. Its completion S= US, is isomorphic to FS.’ q 
4. A cpo-based semantics of CSP 
In this section we present a cpo-based semantics of CSP along the lines of [lo]. Due 
to minor inconsistencies in [lo], that are discussed in detail in [30], we had to modify 
’ This result carries over to functors F: CMS x “. x CMS --t CMS. 
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slightly the original definition. The basic idea of [lo] can be described as follows: in 
order to assign a meaning to a program 
S=[S’ (/ ... ((Lv], 
one first determines a so-called a priori semantics A’&,[Si] for each process S’. In 
a second step, one obtains the semantics of S by applying a binding function B to the 
.&,,[S’]. 
4.1. The a priori semantics J?‘&,~[S’] 
LetZ={1,...,n},i~~,~={(i,j):i,j~Z,i#j}.Z’=I\{i},~‘={(k,j)~~:k=i}.For 
y=(i,j) weput h y = ( j, i ). V is the set of values for all variables. C i = ( I/m i -+ V) is 
the set of states for process i. Let OEC’. 
Let D # 0 be a set. We define 
F’(D)={I,f}uC’u(~‘x(V~D))u(l-‘x VxD)u((l’xD)+ xD)uD+ 
where, for a set X # 0, X + denotes the set of all finite nonempty sequences over X. Let 
now (D, <) be a cpo. The partial order carries over to F’(D) in a natural way: I is the 
least element and we put 
f<f; 
OGO. 
(y, E.v.T)<(~,AI.T’) iff TdT’ for every v 
(y,v,T)<(y,v,T’) iff TdT’ 
((kj,7;~j,T)d((kj,Tl)j, T’) iff Tj<Ti and TdT’ 
(r,)j~( Ts)j iff 7;< T>. 
For a morphism g:D’+D we obtain F’(g):F”(D’)+F’(D) by 
F’(g)=).T.case T of: 
I : I; 
f:f; 
CT:CT; 
Clearly, F’(y) is a morphism and F’ preserves embeddings. 
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Lemma 4.1. F’ is a weakly o-continuous finctor in CPOE. 
Proof. Let (Dk,fk) be an embedding sequence in CPO, and Ck=Fi(Dk). Let g: 
C, +F’(D,) be defined as follows: Let ( T,)EC,, i.e. Tk6Fi(Dk) and 
F’(fZXT,+,)=T,. 
We consider the case T,=(y,u,T;), T~ED~. Then fk*(T;+l)=T;; hence 
(T;)ED,.Wedefineforthiscaseg((T,))=(y, , u ( T;))EF’(D,). The other clauses 
are treated analogously. 
We now define g*:F’(D,) + C,. Let TEF’(D,). Again, we consider one case, 
i.e. T=(y,v,T,) with T,=(T,)ED,. Then f$(Tk+l)=Tk and we put 
gk*(T)=(y,u,Tk)ECk.ThenFi(fk*)(g,*+,(T))=Fi(f,*)((‘J,u,T,+,))=(’u’,z;,T,)and 
we may put g*(T) = (gz( T)). The remaining clauses are treated similarly. 
It is clear that g and g * are morphisms with g - ’ = g *. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let Db={l), Di+l=Fi(Di), k>O, ,fb=il.l, f;+I =F’(,f;), k>O. 
Then 
D;GD:+~ and fh(d)=d for all dEDi and for all k, k30. 
Proof. By induction on k. 0 
By Theorem 2.15 the functor F’ has a least solution which can be obtained as the 
direct limit Yi of the embedding sequence (Di,fi)k. By the continuity of F’, 
F’(~-‘)=F’(1imD~)~1imF’(D~)=1imD~+,=~’, 
i.e., 
Definition 4.3. The elements of Y i are called history trees. A history tree T is of finite 
degree if TED: for some k. 
The various components of F ‘( Y i, serve for the following purposes: r’ x ( V+ F i, 
is used to model (1) the fact that process Pi asked for input from some other process 
and (2) how the behaviour of Pi depends on the value received. The term (I-’ x V x F i, 
is used to model (1) the fact that process Pi sends some value to some other process 
and (2) how Pi behaves after this. (I’ x r i, + x Y i is used to model communication 
guarded selection and repetition and finally (.F i, + serves to model boolean guarded 
selection and repetition. 
In the following we will often identify Y i with F’( _Y i). We will also not distinguish 
between a history tree T and its isomorphic image in F’( Y i). 
Definition 4.4. Let cl: Di+ 1 -0: begiven bych=/IT. I, c:+~=F’(c~). Thenciis the 
adjoint off:. 
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We may extend the definition of ch to F i, respectively (C’ + F ‘), by putting 
&=A( Tk). Tk, 
c;(F)=ia.c;(F(a)), FE(C’+r’I). 
Using the above-mentioned identifications we obtain 
cb=iT. I, 
ci+, =iT.case T of: 
I : I; 
f:f; 
0:0; 
(y,h.T’):(y,%u.c;(T’)); 
<Y,u, T’>:(r,u,c;(T’)); 
<<kj,q:)> T’> :((kj,c:(7;:)),c:(T')); 
<Tj):<ci(Tj)). 
Remark 4.5. It is easy to see that 
(1) VT& c:(T)= T, 
(2) Vl>k cfock=ck, 
(3) Vl<k cfoc:=cf. 
The idea in [lo], how to model sequential composition of commands Xi; X2, is to 
use a mapping that takes a history tree, representing the a priori meaning of command 
X, in a given state, and a function F from states to history trees, representing the 
meaning of X2, as input and yields a history tree. We proceed analogously. 
Definition 4.6. %i:~ix[cCi+Fi]+~i is defined as follows: for all T of finite 
degree 
!Ri( T, F)=case T of 
-L : I; 
f:f; 
0: F(a); 
(y,iv. T’):(y,iv.%‘(T’,F)); 
(~,u,Tl):(y,o,~~(T’,F)); 
((kj,~:)j,T’):((kj,~i(~,F))j,~i(T’,F)); 
(Tj)j:(91i(7;gF))j. 
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For T= ( Tk)k~lim Dk we put 
%‘(T,F)=u9l’(T,,F). 
Lemma 4.7. (1) 93’ is well-defined. 
(2) $8’ is a morphism in CPO. 
Proof. As Y ‘= F’(Y ‘), %’ is well-defined for all T of finite degree. Let us consider 
a fixed FEZ’ + Y i. By induction on k one concludes that, for every k, LT. ‘Si( T, F) 
restricted to Di is a morphism. By the universal properties of Y’ there is a unique 
morphism from Y-’ to r-’ that coincides with AT. ‘Si( T, F) on D:, namely 
E,( Tk).u’iRi(Tk,F). It remains to be proved that, for all TEY’, the mapping 
3-F. ‘iRi( T, F) is continuous. Again one can see by induction that this is true for all 
T’s of finite degree. Let T=( T,)~lim Dk and let F1 dF2. Then !Ri( T, F,)= 
L_I‘~~(T,,F,)<~%~(T,,F,)=%~(T,F,). Let F1dF2<F3... be a chain then 
by Lemma 2.7. 0 
Lemma 4.8. Vl’, l>k, t/T, F, 
Proof. By induction on k. 0 
Let now [S’ /) ... 1) S”]ECSP. The meaning of the ith process S’ is determined by the 
meaning function 
Let V(e) (resp. W(b)) denote the meaning of expressions (resp. boolean expressions). 
_&‘f,, is defined by structural induction as follows (where iteration and selection are 
only treated as examples and the index i and the index cpo are omitted): 
(1) ~[Pj'?X]=~o.(y,~U.(a{X/U))); y={(j); 
(2) Jhf[Pj!e]=h. (y, “f(e)(a),a); r=(i,j); 
(3) .~[x:=e]=Ao.(o{x/V(e)(a)}); 
(4) Af [skip] = 10. (CT); 
(5) &[fail]=i.o.(f); 
(6) ~C~,;~~l=~~~.~~~~Sll(~),~CS~I); 
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(7) A’[[b,+S,~b,+S,]]=h.T, 
where T,=case ( W(b,)(a)), of 
<,fak false> : (f >; 
(false, true) : (-K[S2](a)); 
(true, false):(YZZISl](a)); 
(true, true):(c~@[Sm](c7))m; 
(8) ~[*[b,-tS,Ob,jS,]]=~(~F.ia.T,) 
where T,=case ( W(b,)(c)), of 
(false, false ) : ( 0 ); 
(false, true) : %(J~[S,](CT),F); 
(true, false):%(A![S1](o),F); 
(true,tvue>:(~(~CSml(0),F)),; 
(9) ~[[Pj?xl ~S10 P~?x~~S~II=~.~. T, 
where T,=<(L (Y,,~-u. (~Cs,l(~{x~l~}))))~,f) 
with y1 =(i,j),y,=( i,k),i,=y,[2] 
(10) ~~[ * [Pj?xl ~S10 PL?x~ -‘Sz]]=~1(3.F.ia. TV) 
where T,=((i,,(~,,~v.(~(.~CS,l(o{x,luj),F)))),,~) 
with ?I =(i,j),y,=(i, k),il=y,[2] 
Here p( iI. Lo. T,) denotes the least fixed point of 
o=i~F.~~.To:(Ci+~i)+(Ci+~i), 
which exists as 93 is continuous by Lemma 4.7 and hence o is continuous in F. 
Example 4.9. Let 
S’=[x’>O+x’ := x’mod2; xi := xi- 1 Ox’>O+y’ := y’+ l] 
Then .M&,[Si](ai), where o’=(x’,y’)=(4,7), can be displayed as 
C-1,7) (4, 8) 
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If a’=(-1,7) then Jz’&,[S~](C~) is 
Example 4.10. A&, [Pj?xi](o’)=((i,j), ~v.(c~‘{x’/~})) 
0 
(i, i> 
0 A 1 . . 
d {Y/O} o'{x'/l) 
assuming V= N. 
4.2. The binding operator B and the meaning of [ S ’ 11 ... 11 S”] 
A binding operator is used in [lo] to obtain the meaning of [S’ I/ ... (/ S”] from the 
meanings of the S’. The binding operator is the semantic equivalent of the n-ary 
parallel operator 11. We define the binding operator for our purposes as follows. 
Definition 4.11. Let B be the unique morphism from ny=, F i to 
@E-M(nCiu{~fi,..L}) that satisfies 
B(( T’, . . . . T”))=case clause of 
(1) (Z(T’=l)):U{I}; 
(2) (WT’=f)): u(f>; 
(3) (Vi(T’=a’)):{(a’)); 
(4) (Ti=(y,~v.T’),T’=(-y,v,T”)): 
UB((T’ ,..., T’-~,I_v.T’ ,..., T~-~,T” ,..., T”)); 
(5) Ti=((~,~.u.T’)vTi=(y,(v,T’)))~(Ty’21~~~”21):~~f}; 
(6) (Ti=(T;:)):UUjB((T’ ,..., T; ,..., T”)); 
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(7) Ti=((kj, Tf),U)~3j,: 
(Tjo=(y,~u.U’), Y[2]=kj,, TkJ’=(_y,(v,u”)))v 
(Tj”=(y,(v,U’)), Y[2]=kj,, TkJ’=(“y,~~v.U”)): 
UB(( T’, . . . . TfO, . . . . Tk,o, . . . . T”)); 
(8) Ti=((k,,Tf),U),Tj=((k~,Tj,),V)~3s,t: 
(T:=(y,h.U’), Tj=(-y,(v, V’)), y=(i,j))v 
(Tf=(y,(c,U’)), Tj=(-y,l.u. V’), y=(i,j)): 
UWT’,..., T:, . . . . Tf, . . . . T”)); 
(9) Ti=((kj,Tf),T’)r\VjTkJEZkl:U~((~’ ,..., T’-‘,T’,..., T”)); 
(10) not(l)r\not(2)~~.~~not(9):(6}. 
This definition is to be interpreted as follows: B is a function that maps a sequence 
of trees (T,, . . . . T,) to some subset of n C’u { A 6, I}. The clauses (l)-(9) are not 
exclusive. The various union symbols mean that whenever for a given sequence 
( T1, . . . , T,) a clause is true then its respective value is added to the subset for 
(Ti,...,T,), e.g. B(<M))={-U}. Cl ause (10) states that if none of the other 
clauses can be applied then the value of B should be { 6 >. In the case IZ = 2 this clause 
applies, e.g., in the situation where both processes wait for an input from the other or 
want both to send a value to the other. In contrast, the situation that one process 
wants to communicate with another process that neither “branches” nor is willing to 
communicate is modelled by (5). 
Lemma 4.12. B is well-dejined. 
Proof. Let @ be the above definition scheme and let Mar denote the cpo of all 
morphismsfrom~~ito~,_,(~Ciu~f,6,1}).Wewanttoshowthat(1)~maps 
Mor to itself and (2) @ is continuous. 
(1) Let cp~Mor, then clearly @(cp)(( T’, . . . . T”))~k3~_~(nC~u(f,6,1}). We 
have to show that @(cp) is strict and continuous. 
As @(cp)((l> . ..> U)={~}, @(cp) is strict. As @(VP) is continuous iff it is continuous 
for each i, i= 1, . . . . n, we show that @(cp) is continuous, e.g., for the first coordinate. 
Letu=(T’,...,T”)and T~<T$E.F-’ beoffinitedegree.Let 
T,=<T:,u>. 
We have to show that @(cp) in monotonic. If Tl = (I, . . . , I), clearly 
@(cp)(T,)G@(cp)(T,). So let us first consider the case that T’#(l,...,l) and 
T: # 1. Then every clause of Q, that applies to Tl applies also to T2 and vice versa. 
Hence 
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where Xj6X; by the monotonicity of cp and hence @(cp)(7’,) GEeM@(~)(T2). Let 
now Tr # (I_, . . , I) and T: = 1. Again clauses 2210, which are applicable to Tl, can 
be applied to T2. We get 
@(cp)(T,)={l}uX,u-uX~, 
~(cp)(T,)=X;u~~~uX;ulc/,u~~~u~,, 
with Xi<X: and hence @(cp)(T,)d@(cp)(T,). Let now (T,!) be a chain in yT’ with 
least upper bound Tk. Let T,=(T,!,u), T,=(Ta,u). As we want to show that 
@(cp)(T,)=u,@(cp)(T,)> we may assume that T: # 1. From the continuity of cp we get 
@(cp)(T,)=x:u”.ux:, 
where Xj= u[X:. From Lemma 2.11 we obtain the desired result. 
(2) @is continuous: Let (P~,~~EMoY, with cp1<(p2 and TE~~F’. Then 
with Xi<X: and by Lemma 2.10 @(q1)(T)<@(cp2)(T). Hence @((p1)<@((p2). The 
remainder of this proof is as in (1). 
As @: Mor -+ Mor is a continuous mapping, it has a least fixed point that is given by 
Y=u@‘(fi),whereQ=j.(T’,..., T”). {I}. We show that Y is the unique fixed point 
of @. Assume that G(Y)= Y. Let Y,, Y, denote the restriction of Y, Y to ni Dk, then 
Y, = Y,. As n r i is isomorphic to the direct limit of the n Dk by Lemma 2.7, we 
conclude Y= Y. Hence the definition of B as the unique fixed point of @ : Mor -+Mor 
is meaningful. 0 
Remark 4.13. Let @ be the continuous function as defined in the above proof. Let 
!2=i(T’);=,. (I}. Let B,=Q and Bj+,=~(Bj),j30. Then Bj~Bj+l for allj30 
and B= u Bj. From the definition of @ and B we have 
(1) Bj((~);=l)=Bj((ch(~));=l) for all k>j and 
(2) B((7;)r=,)=UBj((Cj(7;:))r=I). 
Example 4.14. Let 
then B(T1,T2)={(~1i,~2j), i=l,..., k,j=l,..., 1}. 
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Example 4.15. Let 
crl f cJzl fs22 
then B(T’,T’)={(~‘,Q~~), (o’,~~~>,j}. 
Definition 4.16. The meaning function J&‘_,,, can now be defined by 
~/~cpo:CSP~(~ci~,,_,(n~iu~~,f,8>)) 
Jfl,,JCS’ II ... II ~“ll=~~.~(~c’,oC~ll(~‘), . . ..~~.,Cs”l(~“)), 
where ~=(~r,...,r~“). 
4.3. The unordered trees 
A closer look at the definition of B reveals that the ordering on the tree T’, 
i= 1, . . . . n, is irrelevant for this definition. Hence, one might as well define a corres- 
ponding binding function on unordered trees. As we will work with unordered trees in 
the following sections, we define unordered trees with a corresponding binding 
function. Let X be a nonempty set and let ,@r(X) be the set of all finite, nonempty 
subsets of X. Let Ck = {I} and 
C~+l={l,f~uC’u(r’X(V+C:))u(Px VXC~)U(~Jf(l’XC~) 
x c:,u @r(C$ 
In analogy with Lemma 4.2 we have, for all k 3 0, C: c Ch + 1. We define a family (CA), 
of mappings Ci : uj Ci + C: by 
cb=;T I 1. 3 
c:+l=i,T.case Tof: 
I: I; 
f:f; 
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Here { Tj >j denotes a set { T, , . . , z}. For FE( Z’ + u Cj) we define 
c;(F)=i”a.c;(F(a)). 
Remark 4.17. Clearly the following relations hold: 
(1) c;(T)= T VT&;, 
(2) cfoc:=c: Vl>k, 
(3) cfocb=cf Wdk. 
We now define “projections” 7~: :F i+ Ci. 
Definition 4.18. Let rrb = AT. {I}, 
n:+l=l%T.case T of 
I : I; 
f:f; 
c7 :0; 
(r,nv,T’):(y,12,.~nl(T’)); 
(~,v,T’):(y,v,711(T’)); 
(<kj, 7;)j, T1>:(((kj,~~(Tj))}j,71:(T’)); 
<rj>j:(ni(~)}j~ 
For FQC’-+Y-‘) we put 
rrn:(F)=Aa.n;(F(o)). 
Remark 4.19. 
(1) n;(T)=n:(c:(T)) VTEF’. 
(2) C~(~~+l(T))=~;(T) VTEF’. 
Let Y-6 be the inverse limit of (C~,C:)~ in the category of sets, i.e. 
Y-I= (Tk)k~nC:: E:(T,+,)=T, for all k . 
i k I 
Let ~i=l.T.(~~(T)):~i+--t~h. For FE(C’+Y~) we put 
?li(F)=kr.n’(F(a)). 
Asbefore,weextend~~by~~((Tk)k)=T,.LetG:~jCj~~~,G=~T.(~~(T))k.We 
will identify Ch and its image under G. 
Remark 4.20. (1) rr’( T)=nh(T) VTED: 
(2) d(c;(T))=zr:(T) VTEY~. 
(3) $Jd(T))=z;,(T) VTEF-‘. 
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4.4. The unordered version of the binding ,function 
Let %~:Y_Ix [.Z’+Yk]+Yk be defined as follows: for all T, F of finite degree 
‘%k( T, F)=case T of 
I : I; 
f:f; 
CT: F(a); 
In analogy with Lemma 4.8 we obtain 
cZ(~FI1(T,F))=cZ~~(ch(T),cl(F))1 
hence, we may put for arbitrary T and F 
%;(T,F)=(5~(‘%;(c;(T),E~(F))))k. 
Theorem 42 For all TEY-‘, FE(C’+Y’) . . 
7c’(YJ’(T,F))=%;(~‘(T),x’(F)). 
Proof. Let first T and F be of finite degree. The case T= I,f is obvious. Let T= o; then 
ni(s91i( T,F))=~T~(F(~))=~L~(F)(o)=%;(~,~~(F)). 
Let T=( Tj), then 
~i(~i(T,F))=C?li(~i(Tj,F))}j={~~(?li(7;),~i(F))}j 
=~~((~i(rj)}j,~i(F))=~~(~i(T),71’(F)). 
The other cases are treated similarly. 
For arbitrary T, F we get 
ni(Yli(T,F))=(~i(c~(%i(T,F))))k 
=(n’(c:(%?‘(c;(T),~:(F)))))~ 
=(E~(ni(%i(c:(T),c;(F)))))k 
=(C:(%;(zi(c:(T)), ~~(cf(F)))))~ 
= <c;(%(z:(T), n:(F)))>, 
=!R;(x’(T),~c~(F)). 
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Let T’EF’ be of finite degree. From the definition of B it is clear that 
Bj(( T’))=Bj(( T”)) 
for all T” with x’( T’)= d( T”). As xi restricted to 0; is onto CL, we may define 
Bi((7Ci(Ti))i)=Bj(( T’)i). 
Then, for all Tiff k of finite degree, 
B;(( T’))<B;+‘(( T’)) 
and, as C~O~~=~T~OC~, 
Moreover. 
B(((T,)i)=BX((Ej(K))i). 
For an arbitrary T’EF~ we define 
B,((Ti)i)=uB:((Ci(Ti))i). 0 
Lemma 4.12. (1) B, is well-dejined. 
(2) B,((~i(Ti))i)=B((~)i). 
PrOOf. (1) AS Bk,((C~(Ti))i)~B~((c~+1(Ti))i)~Bk,’l((C~+1(Ti))i). 
(2) Follows from Theorem 4.6 and Remark 4.13. 
5. A complete metric space semantics for CSP 
The complete metric space approach for the definition of programming language 
semantics has been proposed in [6] and has been further investigated in 
[3,4,6,7,8,1%18]. It goes back to ideas of Nivat [19,20]. In this approach the role of 
the cpo-concept, i.e. to provide semantics to repetitive or recursive constructs, is taken 
over by the concept of a complete metric space. 
In order to model the semantics of the present version of CSP, we have partly 
adopted ideas of de Bakker and Zucker [S]. Major differences are in the operators 
which we consider and, more importantly, in the description of the failure behaviour 
of processes. As in the cpo-approach, we first assign a meaning to S’, i = 1, . , n. From 
this we determine the meaning of S=[S’ (( .‘. /( S”]. 
As a first step, we have to specify the semantic domains for S and each S’. 
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Definition 5.1. The process domains P and Pi, i = 1, . . . , II are defined as the solution of 
the equations 
x (X’u( vx X’)u( V+X’))))=:F’(X’), 
x={P,}U(~~kJc({f;~,~}U(~U~Up(~)) 
x(xu(Vxx)u(V-tx))))=:F(x), 
where 
I={l,...,n}, P=Z\{ i}, 
r={(i,,j)~IxI: i#j}, r’= 
c’= IJar’+ V, Z=fl C’. 
{(i,k): kd’}, 
By Theorem 3.14 these equations have a solution in CMS that is unique up to 
isomorphism and can be obtained by iteration. Here we start the iteration for the first 
equationwithPh=(j.o.I)andputPi+,= F”‘( PL), k 20, PL = u Pi. The completion 
Pi of PL solves the equation. An element PEP’ is said to be of finite degree if PEP;. 
The second equation is treated in the same way. 
Let us briefly give an intuition for Pi. A “process” PEP’ is either pO which may be 
considered as some kind of a “nil” process, or a function mapping states to some set 
the elements of which have the form ( SI, q), where a~( Z u r u 6~ (I)) describes the first 
“action” of the process in a given state and q gives information about what the process 
“does later”: it behaves like a process or outputs a value and then behaves like 
a process or is a function from values to processes (modelling the dependence of 
process behaviour from values communicated from other processes.) 
In order to assign to process S’ a meaning in Pi (resp. to S in P) one has to define 
operations on Pi (resp. P) that model concatenation and nondeterminism. We define 
operations d and u for Pi. P is treated analogously. 
Definition 5.2. Let p,qEP’ be of finite degree, ~EC’UT’U~J(I’), ~EC’, UEV and 
Uc~~c((l,f}u(C’uTiu~J(Ii))xP~u(VxP~)u(V+P~)))for some n. 
The operations 0 and u are defined by 
(1) popo=p, po/lcT. U=i.a.{pox: XEU )> P”<8>q)=(P>P”q)> P”<P>(u>q))= 
<B,<V?P”4))> P”(P,~v.q)=(P,~v.P~q). 
(2) pup,=p,/Za. Uu3,o. 7J’=jLo.(Uu U’). 
In addition, we set 
(1’) p 0 limi qi = limi p 0 qi, and 
(2’) limipiulimjqj=lim,(pkUqk). 
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Lemma 5.3. 0 and u are well-dejined. 
Proof. 0 and u are obviously well-defined for p, q of finite degree. For arbitrary p, q 
the proof is analogous to one in [S]. For the operation 0 one can see e.g., that d(p 0 q’, 
p 0 q”) <d (q’, 4”); hence 0 is uniformly continuous in its second argument, hence 0 can 
be extended to yield a function o:P’ x Pi-Pi by putting 
~~limqj=limp~qj. 0 
5.1. The meaning of S’ 
The meaning of process S’ is given by the meaning function 
A km8: CSP’+ P’ 
as follows (omitting the indices): 
(1) ~[Pj?X]=;1~.{(~,~~.i~~‘.{(a’{X/~},~,)})}, r=(itj); 
(2) ~~[Pj!el=~a.((y,(~(e)(,),Po))}, r=(d); 
(3) ~[x:=e]=I~a.{(~{x/V(e)(o)},po)}; 
(4) A? [skip] = As. { (0, po) >; 
(5) .AY[fail]=E.a.{f}; 
(6) ~c~~,;~,~l=~~~,l~~c~,l; 
(7) ~CC~IPS1O~2+S211=P, 
where 
p=Ar.case (W(b,)(a)), of 
(false, false) : { (cr, Af [ fail] )}; 
(false,true>:{(o,~[S21>}; 
(true, false > : { < 0, .dZ LSI I> >; 
(true,true>:{(a,~CS,I>}m; 
(8) ~[*[bl-tSIObZ~Sz]]=limq,, with qo=po and 
ql+I=Aa.case( W(b,)(a)), of 
(false, false):{(e,p0)}; 
(false, true>:{(a,q~~~Cs,l>}; 
(true, false>:{(a,qlo~[S1l)}; 
(true,true):i(a,qlo~CS,I)),; 
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(9) JY[[P~?x-S, DPk!e+S2]]=p, where 
P=M[(Pj?X; S,)]uJi%![(Pk!e; S,)] 
u3.a.{({j,k},~o'.(f})); 
(10) A[ * [Pj?X+Sl OP,!e -+S2]]=limql, with qo=po and 
q~+1=4~“(~z~[(pj?X; SI)luJHC(Pj!e; S2)l) 
The clauses l-4 and 6-8 correspond to the definitions given in [S]. The clauses 
9 and 10 are different from those given in [S]. In clause 9 we have added 
This is used to model the situation that the requested communication partners, 
i.e. processes Sj and Sk have terminated. Then the process S’ will abort. In 
clause 10 the termination of the requested communication partners terminates the 
process S’. 
Let us roughly sketch the difference between the cpo-based semantics and the 
ems-based semantics for S’. The basic difference is that states which a sequential 
process Si reaches as a consequence of steps are not visible in the cpo-based semantics, 
whereas they are visible in the ems-based semantics, e.g. 
&‘&[skip; skip]=l.a.{(a,Aa’.((a’,po)$)} 
#A+‘LCskipl=ia. { (a,Po)}, 
whereas 
_&‘f,,[skip; skip]=&&,,[skip]=2a. (0). 
Let us consider the simple case that S’ is a deterministic program without communica- 
tion. Then we may derive from &&[S’] a function f$ that associates with a given 
state CJ the sequence of states reached by executing S’, whereas Jz’&,[S’] describes the 
input-output behaviour. For further discussion of this point, see Section 7. 
Definition 5.4. A family of mappings CL : Pi+ 1 + Pi is given by 
cb(p)=/la. I 
c6:P’,+Pb 
and for k>O 
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Hence, from the definition of F”’ we obtain, for k 3 0, 
cl+l(p,)=Pcl 
c~+,(i”a.X)=iO.{c~+l(x): XEX} 
c6+1((P,q))=(P,ch(q)) 
c:+1(B,(u,q))=(B,(v,ch(q))) 
c:+l(P,~.u.q)=(a,~~.cl(q)). 
For an arbitrary embedding eh : Pi + P’, , cb is a l-cut. Let e:+r=f’(e,) for k30; 
then e:, 1 is an embedding, as F”’ preserves embeddings. Moreover, ci + 1 is a cut for 
ei+ 1. We may define 
Ci .p;+p; ink. 
by 
i i 
ek_p.‘.Oe, if mdk, 
cmk= id if m= k, 
ck O”‘“C,-1 if m>k. 
Let EL : PL + Pi be given by c”i( p) = cL,( p) if pEP&\PL_ 1 and finally, by the universal 
properties of completion and by the fact that chk are weak contractions, we may 
extend this definition to Pi by putting Ci:P’+Pk: 
E~(limp,)=limEh(p,). 
In the following we write ci instead of Et for simplicity. It is clear that Definition 5.4 
carries over to P, yielding mappings ck : P -+ Pk. 
Remark 5.5. (1) ci,c, are continuous Vk. 
(2) c1 oC:=C; Vm>k, ‘&,Ock=ck. 
(3) cl oCf=Cl Vm<k, c,Ock=c,. 
(4) (C:(P))~ (resp. (ck(p))k) is a Cauchy sequence with limc2p)=p (resp. 
limck(p)=p). 
(5) Ck(p’ q)=ck(ck(P)o ck(q)). 
5.2. Approximating A&,,( CSP’) 
Our intention is to show that one can obtain the cpo-meaning of S’ (resp. S) from its 
ems-meaning. For this purpose we want to describe the image of CSP’ under AYE,, as 
close as possible in order not to be confronted with the problem if and how to map 
elements of Pi which do not represent program meanings to T i (resp. T I). On the 
other hand, for the definition of a mapping B’ that maps ems-meanings to cpo- 
meanings, it is advantageous for the handling of infinite processes that the domain on 
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which B’ is defined is closed under cuts. Unfortunately &k,,(CSP’) is not closed 
under cuts. In addition we would like B’ to be a morphism with respect to 0, hence the 
range of B’ should be closed under 0. So we are looking for an extension of 
Mi,,,,, (CSP’) that is as “small” as possible and that is closed under cuts and 0. 
Let Qi=~~ms(CSPi)u(pO}, i.e. apart from pO, Q’ denotes the image of CSP’ under 
J&S 
For arbitrary X c Pi such that p06X we set 
Q(x)=(~‘x(V-+x))u(~‘x(Vxx)) 
and 
Y(X)={~EP’\{~,}: V’aKovK,vK,vK,vKq}, 
where 
GPW=(~J 
KI :~(a)= U-1 
KZ:p(a)~&CixX) 
K,:p(o)={a} and UEQ(X) 
K,:p(o)=Au{b} with Ae@r(Q(X)), 
buff x X and 
bC21={~Pl:(y,~)E~] 
We define Rb=P’and, for k>O, 
R:+ I= Y(R:)u (PO), R’= n R;. 
Theorem 5.6. (1) R’=Y(R’)u(p,). 
(2) VY (pO~Yr\ Yc Y(Y)u{pO} + Yc R’). 
(3) Q’ and R’ are closed under the operation 0. 
(4) R’ is closed under the cuts ck: Pi -Pi. 
(5) Qi c R’ G Pi. 
Proof. (1) We first observe that X z Y implies Y(X) c Y( Y); hence RL+ I G Ri Vk. 
As R’ G Ri Vk, we conclude 
Y(R’)s Y(R:)g Y(R~Ju{~,,}=R;+~ Vk. 
Hence Y(R’) G R’. 
Now let PER i be given; then PER il. We only treat the clause K 2, i.e. we assume that 
p(~)={(~j,aj)jjwithqj~R~=Pi.Asp~R~forallk~2weobtainqj~R~forallk~O 
and hence qjE R i; hence PE Y( R ‘) by definition. 
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(2) Let YE Pi be given with pO~ Y and Yr Y( Y)u{p,,j. Then 
Yz Y( Y)u(pO} E P’==Rb. 
By induction on k we easily see that YE R: Vk. 
(3) Let p,qER’. It is easily seen by induction on k that q”pERi for all k. Q’ is 
closed under the operation c as Q i = A! ~ms(CSPi)u{~Of and ~f,,~~~lO&,,~~I1= 
Jf’f,,C(S1; s,)l~Q’. 
(4) We show that 
Vk>O VEER’ (ck(p)gRi) 
by induction on k. For k=O we obtain ~~(p)=Ao.{lj~R for every PER’. For k>l 
we again consider clause K2 only. Hence p(o)= { ((Tj, qj)}j. Then 
ck(P)(~)={(~j,ck-l(qj))}j. 
As qj~ R i, we conclude by induction assumption that ck( p)~ R i. 
(5) In order to show that Q’ E R’ it is sufficient by part (2) to show that 
Qig WQ’~J(PO). 
Letp~Qi.Ifp=pOthenp~Y{Qi)u{pO). Hence,letp=&Zi,,[S]forsomeSECSP’. 
The cases S~Pj!e, S=x:=e, S=skip and S-fail are obvious. Let us consider 
SsPj?x. We may assume that for every UE V there is some expression e, such that 
V( e,)( a) = u for all CJ. Then 
p(c7)=((y,~“u..M[x:=e”])}. 
p(a) satisfies KJ. The remainder of the proof is obtained by performing an induction 
on the structure of S. 0 
5.3. The operator par and the meaning of S 
Our first step to define the semantics of a parallel command is to map the image of 
CSP’ under J?‘&,, into P. 
Definition 5.7. Let a=(a’)i~C,KEk3(Zi). The mapping r]‘:R’+P is given by 
yi(p)=ifp=p, then p0 e&e j_a.case ~(a’) of 
(1) : {I>; 
{.fl:{fh 
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Theorem 5.8. vi is well-defined and continuous. 
Proof. As usual, one first defines vi for all PER’ of finite degree, for which one shows 
that 
By this we may uniquely extend yli to all of R’. This extension has the desired 
property. 0 
Definition 5.9. Let 
XE~c(~f;I}u(C~u~~u~(z~))X(P~u(VXP~)u(~~P~))), 
YEfJc({f,I}u(Cjurju~(Ij))X(Pju(VxPj)u(v+Pj))). 
We define 
CXIYl=I<p,q): ~(Y,Au.P(v))EX, (-y,(v,q))eY, withp=p(u)} 
u((p,q): ~(I~,(~,P))EX, (-r,J.v.q(u))EY with q=q(v)}. 
We are now presenting the definition of the operator par. 
Definition 5.10. Let pie!‘, i= 1, . . . . n, OEC and p=(pl, . . . . p”). 
If pi=pO Vi then we define par(p)= po, otherwise we put par(p)=b. Y, where 
Yi=ifp’=po then @I else p’(o) fi - __ 
YI=((Q’, Par(P{P’/q))): <a’3q)EYi) 
UiffCYi&{f}&@fi 
uif &Yi&n(6} e&@ 
uif J-cYi then (I} else 0 fi 
Y:l={(c,par(p{p’/q})): (K,q)EYi and kEK implies pk=poj 
yij={(a,Par(P{Pilq,,Pjlqz))): (41,q2)ECYiI yjl) 
~=U Y:UU Y:IUu Yij 
Y=if Y’=0 and 3i pi#pO then {S} else Y’fi 
Example 5.11. Let p=~Hj,,[P~?x], q=&&,ms[PI!e]. Then 
par(p,q)=~a. (<a,par(io’. {(of{xl~(e)(o)),PO)},PO))j 
=~o.{(o,/lo’.C(o’(xl~(e)(a)J, ~-(Po,~o))))} 
=~~.{(~,~~‘.{(~‘{xl~~e)(~)},PO)~)}. 
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Remark 5.12. ck( par( p ’ 3 . . ..P”))=ck(Par(c.(P’), . . ..Ck(Pfl))l. 
Definition 5.13. Let S = [S ’ I/ ... 11 S”] E CSP. The ems-based meaning of S is given by 
A,,, :CSP+P 
AcmsCCS1 II ... II s”ll=par(~l(~~~msCS1l), ~~.~Y”(JC,,CW)). 
6. The connection between the ems and the cpo semantics 
6.1. Relating the semantics for S’ 
Our intention is to define a function B’ that maps the meaning of the process S’ in 
Pi, i.e. &kms[Si], to an element of(C’ + 5 h), representing the “unordered version” of 
the cpo-meaning of S’, such that 
As J?‘&,~( CSP’) G R i and R i is closed under cuts (Q i is not !) and under the operation 
0 we define B’ as a mapping from R’ to (C’ + F h) as follows: 
Let Bb:R’+(C’+Cb) be the constant function 
and for k30 
B:+,(p)=ifp= p. w idzL & %o.= p(o) of 
{I} : I; 
If>:L 
{(aj,4j)}j:{B:(qj)(aj)>j; 
{(Y,~v.q)}:(Y,Ilu.B:(q)(~)); 
t(Y,(o,q))}:(Y,u,B:(q)(a)); 
{(Yj,crj>,(K,q))j:(((YjC21, B:(~“‘,((Yj,ccj)})(a))}j, Bit(q)(a)) fi 
Here aj~( V-+R’)u( V/x R’). 
Lemma 6.1. ci(Bb+,(p))=Bh(p) Vk>,O. 
Proof. By induction on k. The statement is true for k=O. Let k> 1 and OEC’. 
The cases P=PO, p(a)=(l), p(a)=(f) are obvious. Let us consider the case 
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p(a)={(oj,qj)jj. Then 
Ch(B:+-l(P))(a)={ch-~(~~(qj)(~j))~j 
=(B:_I(yj)(aj)fj (by induction assumption) 
=%(p)(o). 
The other clauses are treated similarly. 0 
Lemma 6.2. Vm2k Bi(p)=Bi(c6(p)). 
Proof. As in Lemma 6.1. We treat the case p(c) = 
Bt(cin(p))(a)={B~-l(c~-~(qj))(aj)}j 
{C0j,4j) 1.i: 
= ( Bb _ 1 ( qj)( oj)} j (by induction assumption) 
=Bi(p)(o). 0 
Definition 6.3. The function B’ : R i + (C’ + F 1) is defined by 
Bi(p)=i.a.(Bh(p)(o))k. 
By Lemma 6.1, B’ is well-defined. 
Lemma 6.4. Let PER’, CCC’, FjE(Ci+Fi), SW/I that p(o)={(aj~pj)} and 
Bi(pj)=71i(Fj) then 
B’(P)(o)=~‘((Fj(oj))j). 
Proof. We have to show that 
B:(p)(a)=~:((Fj(oj))j) Vk>O. 
This is obvious for k=O. Let k> 1; then 
~~(P)(a)=iB~-l(Pj)(aj)~j 
= { xi 1 (Fj)( aj)}j (by induction assumption) 
=Ei((Fj(CTj))j). q 
We show now that B’ is a morphism with respect to concatenation: 
Theorem 6.5. B’(p~q)=i~.%~(B’(q)(o), B’(p)) Vp,qeR’. 
Proof. We first prove the theorem for finite p and q by induction on the degree of q. 
Here qEPL= u P: is of degree k if q~Pi\Pi-~. 
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(1) 4’POI 
Bi(p4(d=Bi(P)(4 
=%;(a,B’(p)) 
=%(B’(q)(a), B’(p)). 
(2) q(c)= (11: 
(p”q)(4=M 
B’(poq)(cr)=l 
=%;(I,B’(p)) 
= !wB’(q)(a), B’(P)) 
(3) 4(~)=~fI: 
(P~q)(~)=ifl, 
%oq)(cJ)=f 
=‘wL B’(P)) 
=%(~‘(q)(wm) 
(4) 4(fl)=((aj74j)lj: 
(P”4)(a)=f(oj,P”4j)}j, 
B’(P’ q)(O)= { Bi(P ’ qj)(Oj)jj 
= { ~=(B’(qj)(aj), B’(P)))j (by induction assumption) 
=an((Bi(qj)(oj)}j, Bi(P)) 
=~“(B’(d(4J’(P)) 
(5) 4(4=WJvm 
(P”q)(a)=((‘J,~“.P”q’)j, 
B’(p~q)(a)=(y,h.B’(p~q’)(a)) 
=(y,Iv. %7,(Bi(q’)(a),Bi(p))) (by induction assumption) 
=Rc(<Y,~u.at)(4h~‘(P)) 
=%dWq)(o),B’(P)). 
The remaining cases are treated similarly. 0 
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Now let P,~ER’ be arbitrarily chosen, then 
B’(Poq)(a)=(B:(Poq)(o)), 
=(B/Jci(poq))(a)), (by Lemma 6.2) 
=(B:(c~(c:(p)oc~(q)))(~))k (by Remark 5.3) 
=(Bt(c;(P)oct(q))(a)>k 
=(c:(Bi(c:(p)oc6(q))(a)))k as c:oB’=Bi 
= <ch(flil(@(4(4))(o), B’(c:(P))))), 
(by induction assumption) 
=<cl(~l(cl(~i(ct(Cl)))(a),c:(~i(c:(P))))))ll 
=(cl(~~(Bf(q)(a),B:(P)))), 
=!R~(B’(q)(cr),B’(p)) (by definition of ‘%i). 
We are now in the position to formulate the relationship between the ems- and 
cpo-based semantics for process S’. Theorem 6.6 says that we may obtain the 
unordered version of the cpo-based semantics from the ems-based semantics by 
applying B i. 
Theorem 6.6. Bi~A’~,,=~i~O$o. 
Proof. By structural induction on the structure of the process S’. For notational 
convenience we omit the superscript i. 
(1) s-Pj?x: 
~,,,[I~1 =b. 1 (Y, nv.na’.((o’~x/v},po)))} 
~(~,,,C~I)=~~.(Y,~.v.~(~~‘.{(~‘{xlv},Po)))(~)) 
=%a.(y,h.(hJ’.{o’{x/v}})(cJ)) 
=~~a.(y,;lv.{o{x/v)}) 
=~(~cpoL-~l). 
(2) SZPj!C 
~,,,Csl=~o.((~,~(e)(o),Po))) 
B(~,,,CSl)=~~.(Y,~(,)(a),a)=71(~,poCSI). 
(3) S=(x:=e): 
~,,,C~l=~~o.j(o{xl~(e)(a)),P,)) 
N~cmsC~l)=~~. {~{xl~(e)(a)}} =$Jc,,CS1). 
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(4) SE skip: Analogously. 
(5) S E fail: Analogously. 
(6) S=(S1; S,): Assuming B(~~,,[S,])=~C(~,~,[S,]) we obtain 
B(~~,,CSI)=~“a.‘S7,(B(~~,,CSll)(o), ~(~c,,C&l)) (by Theorem 6.5) 
=rr(&~‘~,,[S]) (by Theorem 4.21). 
(7) S-[bl+Sl ObZ-+S2]: 
B(d,,,[S])=/ia.case( dY(b,)(a)), of 
(false, false) :f; 
(8) S~[Pj?X~SI OPk!e+S2]: analogously 
(9) S=*[bl-S,Ub2-S,]: Assuming B(~,,,[S,])=~(~,po[Sm]) we get 
J’,,, [ S] = p, where 
p=io.case(%/(b,)(a)), of 
(false, false>:(<o,h)}; 
(false,true):{(o,po,~,,,CS,I)}; 
(true, false): { (~,p~~,,,CS~l>}; 
(~rue,true):{(o,po~~,,Cs,l>,}. 
We show that 
B,(p)(a)=~,(~,,,CSl)(a) v’kv’o. 
A~B(~“o.{(a,p~)})=ia.{ } CJ our statement is true for p ( CT) = { ( CT, p,, ) }. We consider 
the case 
P(o)={(~,P~~,,,cs,l)}, 
i.e. (W”(b,)(o)),=(true,fulse). Let F=JY~,,[S] and Tr=~C,,[SIl(a); then we 
obtain by induction that 
Bk+l(~)(~)={Bk(~~~,,,CSll)(o)} 0-v definition of Bk) 
=(ck(B(p~Ac,,[S,]))(o)} (by definition of B) 
={Ck(~=(B(~cms[S1l)(~),B(P)))} (by Theorem 6.5) 
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= {4WdTlL%)))) (by assumption) 
= {c~(~~(~L~(T~),B~(P)))} (by definition of RJ 
= ( ck( ‘%,J rck( T,), rrk(F)))} (by induction assumption) 
={ck(!Uz(~(Tr),rc(F)))j (by definition of ‘3,) 
= { ck( n( !N( r,, F)))} (by Theorem 4.21) 
= { Q(%( Ti, F))} (by definition of 7~) 
=rckfl((%(T1,F))) (by definition of nk) 
= rck + 1 ( ACPo [ S] (a)) (by definition of JZCPO) 
(10) S=* [Pj?X~S1 OPk!e+Sz]: Analogously. 0 
6.2. The consistency of the semantics for S = [S 1 // .. /I Sn] 
For the comparison of .AC,, [S] with dCP,, [S] we want to provide a mapping 
8:~~,,(cSp)-,(c~5JE-M(cu{1;~,I)) 
that determines an input-output behaviour from _&,,,[S]. Given a parallel com- 
mand S = [ S ’ // ‘.. 1) S”] we may think of 0 as extracting from 
~,,,Csl(~)~53~((f;~,~~~(~~~~~3(~))X(~~(~X~)~(~’~))) 
the information about the “possible final states”. Let us consider, e.g., 
p-i.. (f(a),J”a’. +7(e>Po)); 
then 8 should map p to 
&r.&-(a)), 
In order to be able to claim consistency of the two semantics we want to construct 
8 such that 
(*)&(Bi(pi)(fli))=Wpar(g’(p’), . . ..Y”(P”)))(o). 
This equation can be interpreted as follows: Let pi=&YC,,[Si]. By Theorem 6.6, 
B’(p’)(a’) is the unordered version of the history tree for S’ for the state gi. Binding 
these trees by B, yields the same result as using the ordered trees with B by Lemma 
4.22. So the left-hand side of the above equation represents the meaning of 
[S ’ 11 ... II S”] with respect to &CCPo. According to (*) this meaning can be obtained 
from the ems-meaning par(q’(p’),...,q”(p”)) via 8. 
For the definition of 0 we proceed as before by first determining a suitable domain 
0 such that 
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where 0 is closed with respect to the operation 0 and cuts. In addition, we want to 
restrict the unbounded nondeterminism that is available in P, as pEmM( ) models 
bounded nondeterminism. 
Definition 6.7. For X c P let 
G(X)={PO)~(C~~~~((~,~,I)UCXX)). 
Let X0 = P and X,, 1 = G(X,). We put 
o=nx,. 
Lemma 6.8. (1) O=G(O). 
(2) 0 is closed with respect to the operation 0 and cuts. 
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.6. Cl 
Definition 6.9. We define a family {Ok}, Ok:O+(Z+@E-M( {AS, _L}uC)) by 
eo=lbp.Aa.{I} 
and, for k3 1, 
Qk(Po)=J”~. (c)i 
ek(hJ.X)=Ra.~,(X); 
6,(X)=(S,(x): XEX); 
hu)=U); 
M&=(d); 
M-L)= (1); 
e,((o,q))=8,-,(q)(a). 
As lblO,Jp)(a)l<co holds, Ok is well-defined and, moreover, &(p)(o) GEeM 
&+,(P)(a). 
Lemma 6.10. (1) Vm>k &(P)(~)=OJG,(P))(~). 
(2) Vmdk fL(p)(4=4(cm(p))(d 
Proof. (1) By induction on k. The statement is true for k = 0. Let m 2 k > 1. The case 
p=pO is obvious, so we assume p=k.X, c,(p)=A~.{c~(x): XEX} and 
4(c,(p)(0))= U (MC,(~)): xcX). 
We show that O,(c,(x))=&(x) f or all x. If XE{I,~,S} then c,(x)=x and 
hence O,(c,(x))=O,(x). If x=(a,q) then fL(c,(x))=fM<~~c,-l(q)))= 
/3_,(c,_,(q))(o)=6$_,(q)(cr)=8,(x) by induction assumption. 
(2) Analogously. 0 
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Definition 6.11. 
8:G~(C-,53E_M({f;~,I)uC)) 
is given by 
O(P)=J*cJ. u&(p)(a), 
Q(X)= I- Q,(X), 
e(x)=ue,(x). 
We now show that 0 has the desired properties. 
Lemma 6.12. 
e(p,)=~~o. ( 1, 
e(n0.x)=b.e(x), 
e(x)= (J {etx): XCX}, ema=ebm), 
e(f)=wT ew=pj, e(l)= (1). 
Proof. Clearly, e(Y)=(Y) for y~{Lf,~} and e((w))=uek((w))= 
ue,_,(q)(0)=e(q)(o). e(x)=ue,(x)=u(u(e,(x): x~x))=u(ue,(x): XEX)= 
u(e(x): XEX) by Lemma 2.11. fI(Ja.X)=Aa.u&(X)=k.B(X) and @PO)= 
Aa.u{o}=nrzr.{a}. 0 
Lemma 6.13. (1) B(p)=io. u&(cJp))(o). 
(2) wdp))=h(p). 
Proof. By definition of 0 and ck and Lemma 6.7. 0 
Theorem 6.14 (Consistency theorem). Let pi~Ri, i=l,..., n, a=(~‘,..., ~“)EC. 
~,((~i(pi)(~i)))=e(p~~(~‘(pi), . . ..~n(0))(4. 
Proof. We first show that 
B~((Bi(pi)(oi)))=e,(pav(ul’(p’), . ..~v(P~)))(c~) 
for all finite O’ER’. The statement is obvious for k=O. If pi=po for all i then by 
definition of B the statement is clear. Let now the pi be arbitrary with at least one 
pi#pO. Let p=(vll(p’), . . ..q”(p”)). Y=par(p)(o) and 
Yi=if r?‘(p’)=p, then 8 else v]‘(p’)(O’) fi 
X,=if pi=po then 8 else pi(oi) fi 
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U;ffEYi&{f}*0fj 
UifIEYithen{I}*@fi 
Yl’={(a,par(p(‘li(Pi)/q})): (K,q)EYi, VkeK: yk(pk)=po) 
Yij={(a,Par(P(y’(P’)/q1}, fVj(Pj)/4*))>: (41~~Z)ECYiIYjl)~ i#j 
Y’=u YjUU YYUIJ Yij. 
From the definition of par we obtain (as 3: pi#p,) that 
Y= 
i 
(6) if Y’=0, 
Y otherwise. 
Let now Y’#O. By Lemma 6.12 
We show 8,,, _c Bi+ 1 ((B’(p’)(o’))); Y’#@ means that at least one of U Y:, U Yy, 
u Yij is nonempty. 
Case 1: Let u Yi be nonempty, then there is some Yf that is nonempty. Yj is 
nonempty if Xi satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(i) Xi=(l). Then 
ek+l(Y:)=~k+l({l})={I} ~Bk,+~((~%~l(d)). 
(ii) Xi=(f}. Then 
~k+,~~:~=~k+,~{f}~={f~ gB:+l((Bi(~i)(fli))). 
(iii) Xi=((pi,qi))k with pi~C’, q:ER’. Let o;=o{ei/pi}; then 
=~.),B,W’(P’(~‘)L . ...@(d)(d), . . ..WP”)(~))) 
(by induction assumption) 
cBk,+l((...,(B’(q~)(p:)jk,...)) 
(by clause 6 of the definition of B) 
=Bk,+l((Bi(pi)(oi))). 
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Case 2: Let u Yij be nonempty, then there is some Yij nonempty. There are three 
conditions for obtaining Yij # 8, as there are three possibilities for successful commun- 
ication between qi(pi) and $(pj). We consider here the following case. 
(iv) Xi=(y,l.u.qi) and Xj=(-y,(o,qj)) with qkERk. Let 4=h.q’. 
ek+~(~j)=ek+~((a~~ar(~{v]i(~')/~(u)~ nj(pj)/nj(qj)})>) 
=~k(p~r(p{~i(Pi)/~(~),nj(pj)/~j(~j)})) 
=Bk,((Bl(pl)(cJl) )...) B’(~(u))(d) )...) 
Bj(qj)(d), . . ..B”(p”)(a”))) 
~B~+‘((...(~,~u.B’(q’)(a’)) )...) (-y,u,Bj(q’)(aj)) )...) 
=B:+‘((B’(p’)(a’))). 
Case 3: u Y;l is nonempty: Analogously. 
From the additivity of ok we obtain, for Y’ #@, 
e,( Y)sBk,((Bi(pi)(oi))). 
But, as 3i: pi#po, we conclude the existence of some i with B’(p’)$C’ and hence clause 
3 of the binding function cannot be applied. To complete the proof we observe that all 
clauses of the definition of B but (3) and (10) correspond to one of the subcases (i))(iv) 
and the remaining ones. Hence by the definition of B we obtain, for Y’ # 8, the desired 
equality (as no other values can occur for B). Clause 10 of the definition of B is 
equivalent to Y’ = 0 and hence we also obtain for Y’ = 8 
t&(Y)=8,((6})={6}=Bk,((@(pi(Oi))). 
Let now O’ER’ be arbitrary. 
~(P4V’(P’), ...> ~“(~“)))(“)=uBk(ck(~ar(~‘(~‘)~.~~~~”(~”))))(o) 
(by definition of tI and Lemma 6.10) 
=uek(ck(~ar(ck(~‘(~‘))~...~Ck(~“(P”)))))(~) 
(by Remark 5.12) 
=uBz((5’(ck(pi))(oi)>i) (as shown above) 
=uBn((cL(B’(ck(P’))(o’)))t) 
(by definition of Bi and Remark 4.13) 
= U Bk,( (c~(B’(p’)(a’)))i) (by Lemma 6.2) 
=B~((B’(p’)(~‘))i) 
(by definition of B,). 
Corollary 6.15. For S = [S ’ /I . . 11 S”] E CSP 
~c,oL-Sl =~(J~crnsC~l). 
0 
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7. Discussion 
In the previous sections we defined two semantic descriptions for CSP, one based 
on complete metric spaces, the other based on complete partial orders. We obtained 
two consistency results, namely Theorem 6.6 that relates the two semantics for S’, 
i= 1, . . . ,n, for a given command S= [S’ (( ... (( S”] and Theorem 6.14 that relates the 
two semantics for S. Very roughly speaking one may summarize our results by stating 
(1) that the cpo-semantics can be obtained from the ems-semantics (by applying 0), 
and (2) that the ems-semantics gives more details than the cpo-semantics and cannot 
be obtained from the latter. In this sense the cpo-semantics is more “abstract”. The 
question that can now be raised is, if these results convey any information about the 
influence of the mathematical discipline chosen for the handling of repetition and 
domain construction. It could be the case that another choice of semantic domain, i.e. 
a different domain equation, for the ems-approach might yield a more abstract 
semantics based on complete metric spaces. In the following we argue that this is 
probably not the case. For simplicity we consider a very simple while-language 
9 given by the following syntax. 
Stat ::= x :=e I Stat; Stat 1 skip 
I if b then Stat else Stat 
I while b do Stat 
It is obvious, that using a cpo-approach we may associate with a program X in this 
language a meaning that is a functionf, : C + C on some suitable set C of states. On the 
other hand, it is easy to see that we may associate with X a ems-meaning in 
where all intermediate “steps” of X are visible. Is it, however, possible to assign to 
X a meaning (using complete metric spaces) that is basically a function from some set 
of states to itself? Let us assume that this were the case, i.e. we assume the existence of 
some function space Y (functions from states to states) that is a complete metric space 
serving as a semantic domain, Then the standard way to give a meaning to a while 
program 
“while b do X” 
is to consider the associated operator 
l&x: r-t r 
f4l,kl”)=~s. if b(s) then f(h(s)) 
else s 
where fx is the meaning of X. 
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One has to show that C&x is a contraction and may then define the meaning of 
“while b do X” as the fixed point of C&. Let us here consider the sample program 
while true do skip 
where the associated operator satisfies 
.a true, skip(f) =.f 
Now, no matter what kind of metric d was given on Y; Qt,,,e,skip is definitely not 
a contraction! So the usual way of dealing with the iteration (and recursion) will not 
work. 
Apart from establishing technical results, our investigation shares a benefit with 
similar comparative semantic studies. Whenever we are able to prove that two 
semantic descriptions of a given language are “consistent” in some formal sense, then 
we may have more confidence in the correctness of the technical details of each of the 
models. In the present case the semantics of [lo] contained some flaws and needed 
some correction concerning the definition of ‘33 and B; the corrections necessary to 
B were partly discovered by studying the metric space semantics. On the other hand, 
in [8] de Bakker and Zucker left a number of details unspecified, e.g. concerning the 
failure and deadlock behaviour. We filled these gaps by formalizing the intuition. By 
showing consistency with the cpo-semantics this formalization is justified. 
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